
 

Knowledge Organiser Year 3 Spring Term Physical Education Invasion Games/Striking and Fielding  

 

Theme: Basketball Year: 3 Subject: Physical Education  

What should I already know/be able to do? 

 throw and catch a ball  

 bounce a ball with two hands  

 perform a bounce pass   

How will I use this learning in the future? 

In Year 4, I will learn to use the three types of 

pass, keep possession of the ball, crossover 

dribble and shooting technique.  

What vocabulary should I learn? 

attack the team with possession of the ball 

court the area in which a game is played – it is bounded 

by two sidelines and two end lines 

What should I be able to do by the end? defence the team not in possession of the ball 

Ball Confidence: 

 
 

Passing: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Catching:  

dodge a quick change in direction  

dribbling bouncing the ball when walking or running 

end line the boundary of the court behind each basket 

man-to-man 

marking 

staying close to one player on the opposite team to 

prevent them receiving the ball 

possession having control of the ball  

sideline the boundary line that runs the length of the 

court 

Travelling:  
 

                                             
                                                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rules of Basketball:  

1.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Attacking and Defending: 

Man-to-man marking:              Getting Free: 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Always keep one hand 

on the ball. 

Try to keep a rhythm.  

-Be on your toes ready to move 

-Step forwards to meet the pass 

-Make eye contact to signal you are ready  

-Make a chest-high target, spreading your 

fingers, pointing them up and keeping your 

thumbs touching. 

-Cushion the ball by bending your elbows and 

bringing it safely into your chest as you 

catch it 



Theme: Football  Year: 3 Subject: Physical Education  

What should I already know/be able to do? 

 dribble a ball  

 perform a push pass 

 move into space to receive a ball  

 intercept a ball  

How will I use this learning in the future? 

In Year 4, I will learn to perform a backward pass 

and receive the ball comfortably. I will learn to 

drag back turn and use more tactics when 

attacking and defending.  

What vocabulary should I learn? 

attacker a player responsible for scoring against the other 

team 

Cruyff 

turn 

a movement where the player with the ball pushes the 

ball behind their own leg and continues to move with 

the ball 

What should I be able to do by the end? defender a player responsible for stopping the other team 

from scoring  Shooting: 

 

Turning: 

The Cruyff Turn:  free kick a kick awarded to one team due to the foul of 

another team 

goalkeeper the player responsible for blocking the ball from the 

goal 

long pass a pass to send the ball a far way 

midfielder a player responsible for attacking and defending 

plant foot the foot not kicking the ball, used to help aim 

 Travelling:  
 

                                             
                                                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Passing: 

 

 

push pass the most common football pass between teammates 

Rules of Football:  

2. -No players can be in the opposition half when kick-off occurs. 

3. -Any foul can result in a free kick, or a penalty if the foul takes 

place in the penalty area.  

4. -If the attacking team kicks the ball beyond the goal line, this 

results in a goal kick (a kick from the goal-keeper).  

5. -If the defending team kicks it behind their own line, the 

attackers are awarded a corner kick. 

6. -The ball is kicked off from the centre spot at the start of a 

game and after a team score.  

7. -You can’t touch the ball with your hands or arms unless you are 

the goal keeper- this would be called a handball and would get 

you a foul. 

8. -Don’t touch any other player- only the ball!   

9. -When throwing in, throw overhead.  

10.   

 

Using Space: 

 

Attacking and Defending: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-Glance up and select your target 

-Keep your head down and eyes on the ball 

-Point your toe and lock your ankle 

-Strike the ball in the centre-bottom half 

of the ball with your laces 

-Plant foot should be pointing towards your 

target. 

 

Push Pass: 

-point non-kicking foot in 

direction you want the ball to go  

-use the inside of your foot to 

kick the ball 

-hit the middle of the ball with 

your kicking heel down and toe 

pointing up 

-use when near teammates 

Long Pass: 

-use to send a ball to the opposite 

side of the field to a teammate 

that is clear of defenders 

-lock the ankle of your kicking foot 

-kick with accuracy and power 

-follow through with your kicking 

leg 

 



Theme:  Hockey Year: 3 Subject: Physical Education  

What should I already know/be able to do? 

 use attacking and defending skills such as 

marking, dodging and swerving 

 track a ball  

How will I use this learning in the future? 

In Year 4, you will learn how to combat problems 

with stopping the ball, how to Indian dribble and 

get round a player using the push pass.  

What vocabulary should I learn? 

attacker player who tries to score goals  

centre pass a pass from the centre of the field used to start or 

restart the game What should I be able to do by the end? 

Holding the Stick: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Passing and Receiving: 

 

Stopping the ball: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Passing the ball – The Push Pass:  

 

defender player whose main role is to prevent the other team 

from scoring 

dribble travel while controlling the ball with the stick  

opposition the team you play against 

pass to hit the ball to a teammate 

push move the ball along the ground with a pushing 

movement of the stick 

ready 

position 

holding the stick correctly to show you are ready to 

play 

stick long piece of wood, curved at one end that each 

player uses to hit the ball 

 Travelling:  
   

                                             
                                                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You should also practise changing direction whilst dribbling 

to avoid the opposition and move into space.  

 

Rules of Quicksticks Hockey:  

11.  

 

 
 
 
 
  

 

 

 

Tip: In 

hockey, you 

have to hold 

the stick this 

way if you 

are left or 

right handed 

– playing 

hockey left-

handed is 

illegal in 

competition! 



Theme:  Tennis Year: 3 Subject: Physical Education  

What should I already know/be able to do? 

 hit a ball back 

 perform forehand and backhand shots with 

a balloon to perform a rally  

 side shuffle and giant stride 

How will I use this learning in the future? 

In Year 4, I will learn the overhead serve, how to 

score in tennis and develop my footwork to return 

more shots.  

What vocabulary should I learn? 

backhand a shot where the racket is swung around the body 

before hitting the ball 

baseline the line that serves must be taken behind 

What should I be able to do by the end? court the area that tennis is played in 

Underhand Serve: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Shots:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tennis Court:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

forehand a shot with the racket using the palm first 

net and wall Net/Wall Games are activities in which players 

send an object towards a court or target area 

that an opponent is defending. The aim is to cause 

the object to land in the target area while making 

it difficult for the opponent to return the object 

opponent the person you are playing against 

rally a sequence of shots between players 

ready position the position to hold when waiting to receive a ball 

serve the shot that is taken to begin a game 

The Ready Position: 

 

 

 

 

Using forehand and backhand shot technique, 

perform a rally.  

1. Stand with feet shoulder width apart behind 

the baseline. 

2. Hold the racket with the edge pointing to the 

ground and the tip pointing to the net. The 

other hand should hold the ball against the 

racket strings.  

3. At the same time, move the racket arm down 

and behind you before moving it forwards 

and upwards and releasing the ball to hit it 

over the net.   



Real PE 

Spring 1 Spring 2 

Multi – ability: 

Physical 

Fundamental Movement Skill 

Funs Station 8 - Coordination with equipment 

Funs Station 12 - Agility – reaction / response 

 

Multi – ability: 

Health and Fitness 

Fundamental Movement Skill 

Funs Station 11 - Agility – ball chasing 

Funs Station 3 - Static balance – floor work 

 

Teacher Guidance 

Focus on net/wall games 

- strike a ball with reasonable control and accuracy at a target or over a 

net 

- select and use appropriate basic shots in different situations 

- understand simple principles and tactics and use them effectively in a 

game activity e.g. a long shot followed by a short one makes the return 

shot difficult for an opponent 

- play confidently and competitively in small sided games (2v2, 3v3) and 

apply net/wall principles to other activities e.g. volleyball 

- know and use the rules and keep games going without dispute 

- adapt the rule, equipment or skills of the game they are playing so it 

suits them better 

- make up a new net/wall game of their own, complete with its own 

scoring system 

- organise themselves and play their own game well 

- teach their game to others 

- describe the intentions and format of the created game 

Teacher Guidance 

Focus on ball skills – passing and receiving 

- accurately pass and receive a range of balls in different ways with hands (e.g. chest pass, bounce pass, 

shoulder pass) 

- demonstrate control when dribbling, passing and receiving with feet 

- signal for the ball and pass and receive in sequential order (1-2-3-4-1 etc) 

- pass and receive on the move and signal for the ball to retain possession and show progression down the 

court / pitch 

- explain why their team succeeded in these activities 

- play with confidence in various small game formations (e.g. 2v1, 3v1, 3v2, 2v2, 3v3) 

Focus on creative games making 

- demonstrate previously learned skills in independently constructed group games 

- work cooperatively and creatively in a group of specified numbers to achieve a given object suing a limited 

choice of equipment 

- plan and adjust rules and strategies to make the game fairer, safer and more challenging 

- describe the format and intention of the game and explain why particular rules have been made 

- watch other games and recognise where they could be improved 

- know how to use space in games 

 

Key drivers 

Healthy Body, Healthy Mind 

 Children can describe how and why their body feels during and after exercise 

 Children can explain why they need to warm up and coll down. 

Subject Themes 

 Children can perform and repeat longer sequences with clear shape and control 

 Can select and apply a range of skills with good control and consitency 

Impact  

 Standing one metre away from my partner, I can react quickly and both step across my body and bring my hand across to catch the ball after one bounce 

 I can hold the press up position for a short period of time and place an object on my back and retrieve it with the other hand 

 I can roll a large ball, chase after it and stop it with my knee sideways (long barrier position)  

 I can roll a large ball, chase after it and stop it with my head in a front support position facing the opposite direction 

 I can balance on a line on the balls of my feet whilst catching and throwing a ball to my partner 

  

  

Aspiring Athlete 

 


